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Accurate first-derivative nonadiabatic couplings for the H 3 system
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A conical intersection exists between the ground~1 2 A8) and the first-excited~2 2A8) electronic
potential energy surfaces~PESs! of the H3 system for C3v geometries. This intersection induces a
geometric phase effect, an important factor in accurate quantum mechanical reactive scattering
calculations, which at low energies can be performed using the ground PES only, together with
appropriate nuclear motion boundary conditions. At higher energies, however, such calculations
require the inclusion of both the 12A8 and 22A8 electronic PESs and the corresponding nuclear
derivative couplings. Here we presentab initio first-derivative couplings for these states obtained by
analytic gradient techniques and a fit to these results. We also present a fit to the corresponding 1
2A8 and 22A8 adiabatic electronic PESs, obtained from theab initio electronic energies. The
first-derivative couplings are compared with their approximate analytical counterparts obtained by
Varandaset al.@J. Chem. Phys.86, 6258~1987!# using the double many-body expansion method. As
expected, the latter are accurate close to conical intersection configurations but not elsewhere. We
also present the contour integrals of theab initio couplings along closed loops around the
above-mentioned conical intersection, which contain information about possible interactions
between the 22A8 and 32A8 states. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The quantum theory of chemical reaction dynamics
the ground adiabatic electronic potential energy surf
~PES! has developed appreciably over the years. It has b
applied successfully to study the dynamics of reactions
volving three atoms1–3 and is being applied to reactions in
volving four4,5 or more atoms.

For any polyatomic system involving three or more
oms, the ground and the first-excited adiabatic electro
PESs can intersect even if the corresponding states hav
same symmetry and spin multiplicity.6 These intersections
which are usually conical, occur quite frequently in pol
atomic systems. The reason is that these polyatomic sys
possess three or more internal nuclear motion degree
freedom, and only two independent relations between th
electronic Hamiltonian matrix elements are sufficient for t
existence of doubly degenerate electronic energy eigen
ues. As a result, these relations between those matrix
ments are easily satisfied and explain the frequent occurr
of conical intersections. Assuming the adiabatic electro
wave functions to be real and as continuous as possible in
nuclear coordinate space, if the polyatomic system is tra
ported around a closed loop in that space~a so-called pseu
dorotation! that encircles a conical intersection geomet
these electronic wave functions must change sign.6,7 This
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change of sign has consequences for the structure and
namics of the polyatomic system, as it requires the co
sponding nuclear wave functions to undergo a compensa
change of sign, known as the geometric phase~GP!
effect,8–12 to keep the total wave function single valued. Th
sign change is a special case of Berry’s geometric phas11

and is also referred to as the molecular Aharonov–Bo
effect.13 It greatly affects the nature of the solutions of th
corresponding nuclear motion Schro¨dinger equation.12,14Ac-
curate quantum mechanical reactive scattering calculat
~on the ground electronic PES!, with and without the GP
effect included, have been carried out for the H1H2 system
and its isotopic variants (D1H2 and H1D2)14–18 to obtain
differential and integral cross sections. The cross secti
obtained with the GP effect included were in much bet
agreement with the experimental results19–22 than those ob-
tained with the GP effect excluded. Hence, the GP effec
an important factor in accurate quantum scattering calc
tions done on the ground adiabatic electronic PES.

A review of the one- and two-electronic sta
Born–Huang23,24 ~also usually called Born–Oppenheime!
approximations has been given in detail elsewhere12 and only
the features pertinent to this paper are briefly summari
here. In the one-electronic-state approximation, the GP ef
has to be imposed on the adiabatic nuclear wave function
order to obtain accurate results at low energies. At ener
above the conical intersection energy, when this approxim
tion breaks down, the effect of the first-excited electron
PES has to be included explicitly in the scattering calcu
il:
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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tions to obtain accurate results. In the adiabatic represe
tion, the GP effect still has to be imposed on each of the
state nuclear wave functions. In this two-electronic-st
approximation,12 the nuclear motion Schro¨dinger equation
for an N-atom system is

F2
\2

2m
$¹R

2 I12W(1)ad~q!"“R1W(2)ad~q!%

1$ead~q!2EI%Gxad~R!50, ~1!

whereR is a set of 3(N21) nuclear coordinates~remaining
after the removal of the center of mass coordinates!, andq is
a set of 3(N22) internal nuclear coordinates obtained
removing from the setR three Euler angles which orient
nuclear body-fixed frame with respect to a space-fixed o
As an example, for a triatomic systemR can be a set of
principal axes of inertia body-fixed symmetrized hype
spherical coordinates (r,u,fl ,al ,bl ,cl),12,14 andq is then
comprised ofr, u, andfl since the remainingal ,bl ,cl ,
are Euler angles. In addition,I is a 232 identity matrix,

xad~R!5S x1
ad~R!

x2
ad~R!

D ~2!

is a 231 column vector whose elements are the grou
@x1

ad(R)# and the first-excited@x2
ad(R)# adiabatic nuclear mo

tion wave functions, and

ead~q!5S e1
ad~q! 0

0 e2
ad~q!

D ~3!

is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the gro
@e1

ad(q)# and the first-excited@e2
ad(q)# adiabatic electronic

PESs.
W(1)ad(q) and W(2)ad(q) are respectively, the

first-derivative25–28and second-derivative25,29,30nonadiabatic
coupling matrix elements between the ground and fi
excited adiabatic electronic PESs. For the two-electron
state approximation they are 232 matrices, whose elemen
are defined by

Wm,n
(1)ad~q!5^cm

ad~r ;q!u“Rcn
ad~r ;q!& r , ~4!

Wm,n
(2)ad~q!5^cm

ad~r ;q!u¹R
2cn

ad~r ;q!& r , ~5!

wherer is a set of electronic coordinates, andm andn refer
to the ground or the first-excited electronic PESs.cn

ad(r ;q) is
an eigenfunction of the electronic Hamiltonian and satis
the electronic Schro¨dinger equation

@Ĥel2en
ad~q!#cn

ad~r ;q!50. ~6!

cn
ad(r ;q) anden

ad(q) depend only on the internal nuclear c
ordinatesq because the Coulombic interaction potential b
tween the (N-atom! system’s particles~nuclei and electrons!,
which appears inĤel, depends only on their relative dis
tances and hence these quantities depend onq but not on the
three Euler angles which orient the nuclear frame with
spect to a space-fixed one. This introduces small rotatio
coupling terms that are two orders of magnitude or m
smaller than the remaining coupling terms and can be
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
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glected. This leads to a subtle but important point implicit
Eqs.~4! and~5!: although the right-hand sides of these equ
tions containR, the left-hand sides contain onlyq. Also,
since“R and¹R

2 are, respectively, the gradient and Lapla
ian operators,Wm,n

(1)ad(q) is a vector quantity andWm,n
(2)ad(q) is

a scalar quantity.
The matrix W(1)ad(q) is skew Hermitian, and if we

choosec1
ad(r ;q) andc2

ad(r ;q) to be real, it is skew symmet
ric and W1,1

(1)ad(q) and W2,2
(1)ad(q) are identically zero. Fur-

thermore, the off-diagonal elements,W1,2
(1)ad(q) and

W2,1
(1)ad(q), satisfy the relation

W1,2
(1)ad~q!52W2,1

(1)ad~q!. ~7!

The presence of the first-derivative termW(1)ad(q)•“R in
Eq. ~1! introduces inefficiencies in the numerical solution
this equation. A diabatic representation12,31of this equation is
introduced to circumvent this problem, since in that rep
sentation the first-derivative coupling element is minimize
It has been shown32,33 that in general a perfect diabatic bas
that makes that first term vanish for all nuclear geometr
does not exist for a polyatomic system, and hence a fi
part of the first-derivative coupling cannot be totally r
moved even in the diabatic representation. This part is
ferred to in literature as thenonremovablepart. For systems
having a conical intersection,W1,2

(1)ad(q) has a singularity at
conical intersection geometries.34 This singularity along with
some finite part of the coupling isremovableupon an adia-
batic to diabatic transformation and is hence referred to
the removablepart. Mead and Truhlar33 have shown how to
calculate theremovablepart, but their approach is difficult to
implement.35 Over the years, a number of formalisms invol
ing ~quasi!diabatic basis have also been put forward.35–45

This paper focuses on the calculation of high qualityab
initio ground and first-excited electronic energies and
first-derivative couplings between them. The secon
derivative couplings are generally assumed to be neglig
as compared to the other terms in the Hamiltonian@Eq. ~1!#,
except at the conical intersection.46 These accurate energie
and first-derivative couplings will be used for transformin
the two-state adiabatic problem expressed by Eq.~1! to a
~quasi!diabatic representation and will be incorporated in
the quantum scattering formalism to calculate the effect
conical intersections on the dynamics of the chemical re
tions at energies for which a minimum of two electron
states are required to obtain accurate results.

The H1H2 system is being used for this work because
is the simplest of the chemical reactions for which the co
current bond breaking and bond formation can be studie
detail both experimentally and theoretically. Many quantu
scattering calculations have been performed on
system.14,15,47–50The equilateral triangle~C3v) configuration
of H3 corresponds to a conical intersection between
ground and the first-excited electronic states of the syst
This conical intersection induces a GP that is important
studying the reactive scattering in the grou
state.12,14–18,51,52With the breakdown of the one electron
state Born–Oppenheimer approximation near 2.75 eV, wh
corresponds to the minimum of the first-excited PES,53 both
surfaces must be used in a scattering calculation for an
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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curate result to be obtained. Such two-state calculati
should be performed and compared with the recent quan
scattering calculations14,15 done with and without the inclu
sion of the GP effect. This comparison is expected to prov
an upper limit to the energy at which the ground state PES
itself, with an incorporation of the GP effect, is capable
furnishing a quantitative description of the reaction dynam
of the H3 system and its isotopomers.

In this paper, we present the first-derivative nonadiab
couplings between the ground and the first-excited PESs
the H1H2 system obtained from high qualityab initio wave
functions and analytic gradient techniques over the en
nuclear internal configuration space. We also present a fi
the corresponding ground and first-excited electronic P
and analyze the regions of that space for which the fi
derivative couplings could affect the dynamics of the H1H2

reaction. For comparison, we also present the first-deriva
couplings and the lowest two electronic PESs obtained a
lytically from the double many-body expansion~DMBE!
method of Varandaset al.,54 as the DMBE couplings are de
signed to be accurate only in the vicinity of the conical
tersection.

In Sec. II, we describe the methods used to obtain
first-derivative couplings and introduce their contour in
grals. In Sec. III, we present a fit to theab initio energies
corresponding to the lowest two electronic PESs and c
pare them to the DMBE ones. We present and compare
ab initio and DMBE first-derivative couplings in Sec. IV
which is concluded by an analysis of the contour integrals
theab initio couplings. In Sec. V, we provide a summary a
conclusions.

II. THEORY AND NUMERICAL METHODS

A. Ab initio couplings and electronic energies

The first-derivative couplings are determined using
analytic gradient technique summarized in Ref. 55. T
technique is a significant improvement over the fini
difference techniques introduced previously25,56–59 and has
been used recently in a number of problems to obtain e
tronic energies and first-derivative couplings.42,60–63Using it,
the first-derivative couplings are first evaluated in terms
six atom-centered displacements55 in the H3 molecular plane
and then transformed to standard internal mass-scaled Ja
coordinates (Rl ,r l ,gl). In addition to the derivative cou
plings associated with these coordinates, the coupling du
rotation in the molecular plane is also determined. This ro
tional coupling must equal the interstate matrix element
the z component of total electronic orbital angular mome
tum operator,Lz

e .64,65 This equivalence provides a measu
of the precision of the derivative couplings presented in t
paper and the two approaches agree to 131026 bohr21.

In this work, the first-derivative couplings and th
ground (E1) and first-excited (E2), electronic PESs for H3
were determined on a grid of 784 geometry points picked
the symmetrized hyperspherical coordinates~q:r,u,fl) used
previously12,14and defined in detail in Sec. III. The adiabat
wave functions, first-derivative couplings, and electronic
ergies were determined from second-order configuration
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
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teraction~CI!66–68wave functions based on a three electro
three orbital, active space. The molecular orbitals were
termined from a complete active space69–71 state-averaged
multiconfiguration self-consistent field72,73 procedure in
which two 2A8 states were averaged with weigh
~0.505,0.495! based on (6s3p1d) contracted Gaussian bas
sets on the hydrogens.

After being evaluated in nuclear mass-scaled Jacobi
ordinates as mentioned previously, the first-derivative c
plings are transformed to theq coordinates (r,u,fl) to ob-
tain the first-derivative coupling vector,

W1,2
(1)ad~q!5^c1

ad~r ;q!u“qc2
ad~r ;q!& r , ~8!

whose components in ther, u, andfl unit vector directions
are defined as

W1,2,r
(1)ad~r,u,fl!

5K c1
ad~r ;r,u,fl!U ]

]r
c2

ad~r ;r,u,fl!L
r

, ~9!

W1,2,u
(1)ad~r,u,fl!

5K c1
ad~r ;r,u,fl!U1r ]

]u
c2

ad~r ;r,u,fl!L
r

, ~10!

W1,2,fl

(1)ad ~r,u,fl!

5K c1
ad~r ;r,u,fl!U 1

r sinu

]

]fl
c2

ad~r ;r,u,fl!L
r

. ~11!

The values of theq coordinates (r,u,fl) are limited to the
ranges

0<r,`, 0<u<p/2, 0<fl,2p. ~12!

u50° corresponds to conical intersection geometries.
seen from Eq.~11! and the behavior ofc1

ad(r ;r,u,fl) and
c2

ad(r ;r,u,fl) in the vicinity of the conical intersection@see
Eq. ~116! of Ref. 12#, W1,2,fl

(1)ad has a pole at those geometrie

A three-dimensional cubic spline74 interpolation of the
components of the first-derivative coupling vector is p
formed using all 784 geometries. The vector resulting fro
this interpolation is presented and discussed in Sec. IV.
adiabatic electronic energies for the ground and first-exc
states are fitted by a method that will be described in Sec.

According to Mead and Truhlar,33 the first-derivative
coupling vector can be partitioned~using the Helmholtz de-
composition theorem75! as

W1,2
(1)ad~q!5W1,2,lon

(1)ad ~q!1W1,2,tra
(1)ad~q!, ~13!

where W1,2,lon
(1)ad (q) is the curl-free longitudinal~removable!

part andW1,2,tra
(1)ad(q) is the divergence-free transverse~nonre-

movable! part of the coupling vector. AlthoughW1,2
(1)ad(q) is

singular, the Helmholtz theorem is still valid in this ca
because the singularity can be removed analytically76 from
W1,2,fl

(1)ad . For a strictly diabatic two electronic state bas

W1,2,tra
(1)ad(q) is identically zero. In the present two-adiabati

electronic-state approximation,W1,2,tra
(1)ad(q) is not zero due to

the presence of contributions toW1,2
(1)ad(q) from other non-

negligible derivative couplings with states outside this tw
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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state space@see Eq.~28! of Ref. 33#. SinceW1,2,lon
(1)ad (q) is curl

free, an angular potentialb(q) exists for which

W1,2,lon
(1)ad ~q!5“qb~q!. ~14!

This equation can be solved by integration along pathsL in
the nuclear configuration space,32,42,77

b~q!5E
L q0

q
W1,2,lon

(1)ad ~q8!•dq8, ~15!

whereq0 is a point alongL at which we takeb(q0)50. b
defined in this way is a particular diabatization angle t
transforms an adiabatic basis to a diabatic basis. It shoul
noted that because of Eq.~14!, this integral depends onq and
q0, but not on the pathL. In addition, if the integral in Eq.
~15! is carried along a closed loop enclosing one or no co
cal intersections, due to the geometric phase theoremb
should change byp or zero, respectively.11,42,60We can de-
fine another angular potentialF(q,q0;L) corresponding to
the W1,2

(1)ad(q) analog of Eq.~15! by

F~q,q0;L!5E
L q0

q
W1,2

(1)ad~q8!•dq8. ~16!

This angle is called the open path phase ifqÅq0.
78 It is also

convenient to define the corresponding closed path ph
FT , called the topological phase:79

FT~L!5 R
L
W1,2

(1)ad~q8!•dq8. ~17!

SinceW1,2
(1)ad(q) does not in general satisfy Eq.~14!, these

path integrals are no longer independent of the pathL. It is
also convenient to define the angleh(L) by

h~L!5FT~L!2pp, ~18!

where p50 if L does not enclose any conical intersecti
andp51 if it encloses one conical intersection. This angle
the closed path integral of the transverse part of the fi
derivative coupling. A necessary but insufficient conditi
for the first-derivative coupling to be purely longitudinal
that h(L) should vanish.76 Since conical intersections pro
duce large derivative couplings, largeh(L) have been inter-
preted in the past as indicating the existence of conical in
sections with the first excluded state42 or even to locate such
intersections.80 In Sec. IV, we present values of the topolog
cal phase between the first two states of H3 over the entire
nuclear configuration space and discuss the results.

TABLE I. Switching function parameters.a

Parameter 12A8 2 2A8

an ~bohr! 0.00 2.00
gn ~bohr21! 0.17 0.20

aThese parameters are used forSn , as described in Eqs.~22!–~25!.
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
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B. DMBE couplings and electronic energies

Varandaset al.54 have reported an analytical represen
tion of the lowest electronic PES~1 2A8) of H1H2 based on
the DMBE method. For the DMBE fit, they used 267ab
initio points of Liu and Siegbahn,81,82 31 points from
Blomberg and Liu,83 and 18 newab initio points. Theirab
initio calculations employed a primitive (9s3p1d) basis set
contracted to@4s3p1d#. They first performed a complete
active-space-self-consistent-field calculation69 with the three
active orbitals to obtain eight configurations. It was follow
by a multireference CI calculation with all single and doub
excitations out of that eight configuration reference sp
~MR-CISD!. The fundamental form used for the DMBE fi
has correct analytical properties84–87 for a PES exhibiting a
C3v conical intersection and is analytically continued to t
first-excited electronic PES~2 2A8). In the process, it yields
a good representation of the first-derivative couplings in
vicinity of the conical intersection. In fact, it gives the lea
ing terms of the longitudinal part of the first-derivative co
pling vector,W1,2,lon

(1)ad (q). Varandaset al.54 also mention that
these leading terms~of the longitudinal part! can be deter-
mined from the adiabatic PESs, but the transverse
@W1,2,tra

(1)ad(q)# cannot be completely determined. Besides,
the vicinity of the conical intersection,W1,2,lon

(1)ad (q) diverges
but the W1,2,tra

(1)ad(q) part stays finite and small. Hence, th
leading terms that provide the longitudinal part give a go
representation of the first-derivative couplings in the vicin
of the conical intersection.

Using the DMBE method, it has been shown54,85that the

TABLE II. Coefficientsa c1,i jk and c2,i jk corresponding toE1
DSP and E2

DSP,
respectively@as defined in Eq.~22!#.b

i j k c1,i jk c2,i jk

0 0 0 0.3699 20.2274
1 0 0 20.4927 0.0255
2 0 0 0.4726 0.0996
1 1 0 0.0237 0.2025
3 0 0 20.2590 20.2606
2 1 0 0.1258 0.1934
1 1 1 20.4795 21.2400
4 0 0 0.0398 0.0845
3 1 0 20.0156 0.0075
2 1 1 0.0299 0.2397
2 2 0 20.0162 20.2428
5 0 0 20.0018 20.0070
4 1 0 0.0006 20.0155
3 2 0 0.0005 0.0332
2 2 1 20.0006 20.0378
3 1 1 20.0009 20.0044
6 0 0 ¯ 0.0000
5 1 0 ¯ 0.0013
4 2 0 ¯ 20.0015
3 3 0 ¯ 20.0013
3 2 1 ¯ 20.0001
4 1 1 ¯ 0.0006
2 2 2 ¯ 0.0062

ac1,i jk5c1,jki5c1,ki j andc2,i jk5c2,jki5c2,ki j .
bWith thesecn,i jk coefficients used in Eq.~22! andRAB ,RBC , RCA given in
bohr, theEn

DSP are given in eV and are referred to the minimum of a
isolated H2 molecule as the origin of energy.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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longitudinal part and hence the total DMBE first-derivati
coupling vector can be approximated~assuming the
transverse part to be zero over the entire configura
space! as

FIG. 1. Ground electronic state (E1) energy contours in eV for the H3
system in an equatorial view~see the text for the definition!: ~a! DSPE1 at
r52 bohr,~b! DSPE1 at r54 bohr,~c! DSPE1 at r56 bohr,~d! DSPE1 at
r58 bohr, ~e! DMBE E1 at r52 bohr, ~f! DMBE E1 at r54 bohr, ~g!
DMBE E1 at r56 bohr,~h! DMBE E1 at r58 bohr. The solid circle depicts
collinear geometries (u590°) and the dotted circles are lines of constantu.
The radial dotted lines correspond to the constant values offl , in degrees,
displayed outside the solid circle.
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
n

W1,2
(1)ad,DMBE~q!;W1,2,lon

(1)ad,DMBE~q!5“qb
DMBE~q!, ~19!

where

FIG. 2. First-excited electronic state (E2) energy contours in eV for the H3
system in an equatorial view~see the text for the definition!: ~a! DSPE2 at
r52 bohr,~b! DSPE2 at r54 bohr,~c! DSPE2 at r56 bohr,~d! DSPE2 at
r58 bohr, ~e! DMBE E2 at r52 bohr, ~f! DMBE E2 at r54 bohr, ~g!
DMBE E2 at r56 bohr,~h! DMBE E2 at r58 bohr. The solid circle depicts
collinear geometries (u590°) and the dotted circles are lines of constantu.
The radial dotted lines correspond to the constant values offl , in degrees,
displayed outside the solid circle.
bDMBE~q!5
1

2 Ffl2tan21
g0~r!sinu sin 3fl

f 0~r!1g0~r!sinu cos 3fl1 f 1~r!sin2 u
G . ~20!
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Equations~19! and ~20! have been obtained in our hype
spherical coordinates by replacings by sinu and f by our
fl in Eq. ~48! of Ref. 54.g0(r), f 0(r), and f 1(r) are some
factors that depend only on the hyperradiusr. The original
DMBE code was used in this work to obtain these longi
dinal couplings and the two lowest PESs for H3 . In the vi-

cinity of the conical intersection, these longitudinal co
plings are expected to be quite close to theab initio first-
derivative couplings. Using this criterion, a systema
mismatch in sign was found in those couplings and was
moved by flipping the sign ofg0(r) in the DMBE code.
These DMBE couplings are presented and compared
the ab initio ones in Sec. IV. In Sec. III, the two lowes
DMBE PESs for H3 are compared to the PESs obtained fro
the fits of theab initio energies.

III. AB INITIO AND DMBE ELECTRONIC ENERGIES

A. Fitting method

Any PES fitting procedure is expected to be reasona
simple, result in good agreement with theab initio data, and
have a physically realistic mathematical form to minimi
the number ofab initio geometries needed to obtain a surfa
with correct features and topology.88,89 We have used a
DMBE plus single-polynomial~DSP! fitting method based
on the recent90 generalized London–Eyring–Polanyi–Sa
double-polynomial method as it satisfies most of the abo
mentioned criteria for fitting methods. The DSP method u
data from the DMBE fit to the lowest two adiabatic ele
tronic PESs for H3 . Since the original DMBE fit is explained
in detail in Ref. 54, we will only describe the DSP meth
here.

The DSP mathematical form used for the lowest t
PESs for H3 is the sum of two terms,

En
DSP5En

DMBE1En
POLY, ~21!

wheren51or 2 for the ground or first-excited PES respe
tively. The first term is the DMBE potential,54 as it gives a
good physical description of the two PESs. The second t

FIG. 3. Mapping of the pointP of a constantr hemisphere in theOXlYZl

space onto a pointQ on a plane tangent to that hemisphere at the inters
tion T of theOY axis with it, such that the length of the arc(TP)5TQ. The
point P has u,fl polar angles in theOXlYZl space andvl ,gl in the

OX̄lȲlZ̄ space.P̄ is the projection of pointP on theOXlY plane.
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is a single high-order polynomial multiplied by a switchin
function and modifies the initial DMBE potential to provid
greater accuracy. With the three H atoms in H3 labeled Aa ,
Ab , or Ag , this polynomial term is defined by

En
POLY5Sn~q!S (

i 1 j 1k50

tn

cn,i jk~Rab2an! i~Rbg

2an! j~Rga2an!kD , ~22!

where Rln is the distance between Al and An (ln
5ab,bg,ga). Thecn,i jk are coefficients andSn(q) are the
switching functions. The switching functionS is used to turn
the single polynomial inEn

POLY on and off in different regions
of the internal nuclear configuration space. Terms up to fi
order (t155) are used in the above-mentioned polynom
for the ground state PES and up to sixth order (t256) for the
first-excited PES. The sum extends over all possible set
i , j ,k satisfying the conditioni 1 j 1k<tn . The switching
function S is defined by

Sn~q!5s~yn,ab!s~yn,bg!s~yn,ga!, ~23!

where

s~yn,ln!512tanh~yn,ln!, ~24!

in which

yn,ln5gn~Rln2an!, ln5ab,bg,ga. ~25!

The cn,i jk , an , andgn are variational parameters dete
mined by the fitting method. Thes(yn,ln) terms in Eq.~24!
turn theEn

POLY term off for the asymptotic geometries. As
result, the asymptotic regions of the PESs have the cor
diatomic behavior, included in theEn

DMBE term. The slope
parameter,gn , having dimensions of a reciprocal length co
trols how rapidlyEn

POLY is made to vanish, whereasan is a
reference internuclear distance.

The DSP mathematical form is fitted to theab initio data
using alinear least-squares method to obtain the set of va
tional parameters (an andgn) that minimize the root-mean
square~rms! error. Using an initial estimate of the param
eters, thecn,i jk and the corresponding rms errore are
determined by a linear variational procedure.an andgn are
then varied and the determination ofcn,i jk ande is repeated
until that error is minimized. This procedure is carried o
for both the ground and first-excited PESs, and the resul
PESs are examined with the help of equipotential cont
plots in the corresponding two-internuclear-distance Ca
sian space at fixed bond angles for any spurious feature
these PESs. No such features were detected. The fi
ground PES 12A8 (E1

DSP) has a rms error with respect to th
ab initio data of 0.31 kcal/mol and the corresponding er
for the fitted first-excited PES 22A8 (E2

DSP) is 1.12 kcal/mol.
The optimized parameters (an andgn) are given in Table I
and the corresponding optimized coefficients (cn,i jk) are
given in Table II. These fitted DSP PESs are also exami
in hyperspherical coordinates with the help of equipoten
contour plots at fixed hyperradii, as discussed in Sec. I
and compared with the corresponding contour plots for
DMBE PESs.

-
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FIG. 4. Ab initio nonadiabatic coupling vector,W1,2
(1)ad, ground state energy (E1), and first-excited state energy (E2) for r52 bohr and~a! u51°; ~b! u

530°; ~c! u560°; ~d! u590° ~collinear!. The scale in bohr21 refers to coupling vectors, and that in bohr to the Cartesian coordinates associated w
middle column plots~see Sec. IV A!.
oo
-
he
n

r

B. DSP and DMBE potential energy surfaces

Equatorial projection plots~Figs. 1 and 2! of potential
energy surfaces in internal symmetrized hyperspherical c
dinates (r,u,fl)12,14,91provide useful information for reac
tive scattering calculations that use these coordinates. T
plots are obtained as follows. Let the arrangement chan
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
r-

se
el

Al1AnAk be called thel arrangement channel, wherelnk
is a cyclic permutation ofabg. Let Rl8 ,rl8 be the Jacobi
vectors associated with this arrangement channel, whererl8 is
the vector from An to Ak andRl8 the vector from the cente
of mass of AnAk to Al . Let Rl , rl be the corresponding
mass-scaled Jacobi coordinates91–95 defined by
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4 forr54 bohr.
-

rdi-
Rl5S ml,nk

m D 1/2

Rl8 , rl5S mnk

m D 1/2

rl8 , ~26!

wheremnk is the reduced mass of AnAk , ml,nk the reduced
mass of the Al ,AnAk pair, andm the system’s overall re
duced mass given by

m5S mambmg

ma1mb1mg
D 1/2

,

ml being the mass of atom Al (l5a,b,g). We now define
a set of symmetrized hyperspherical coordinatesr,vl ,gl

~Refs. 91 and 96!, by
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
r5~Rl
21r l

2!1/2 ~27!

and

Rl5r cos
vl

2
, r l5r sin

vl

2
, 0<vl<p, ~28!

wherer is independent of the arrangement channel.92,93The
corresponding internal configuration space Cartesian coo
nates are defined by

Xl5r sinvl cosgl , ~29!

Y5r sinvl singl , ~30!
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FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 4 forr56 bohr.
n
m
-

to a

e at

n

Zl5r cosvl , ~31!

wheregl is the angle betweenRl and rl ~or Rl8 and rl8) in
the 0 top range andvl ,gl are the polar angles of a point i
this space. The alternate internal configuration space sym
trized hyperspherical coordinatesu,fl are defined as the po
lar angles associated with the interchanged axesOX̄l

5OZl , OȲl5OXl , andOZ̄l5OYl for which we have

X̄l5Zl5r sinu cosfl , ~32!

Ȳl5Xl5r sinu sinfl , ~33!
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
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Z̄5Y5r cosu, ~34!

with u andfl limited to the ranges given in Eq.~12!.
The coordinates used for Figs. 1 and 2 correspond

mapping91,97 of the pointsP of a constantr hemisphere in
theOXlYZl space onto a plane tangent to that hemispher
the intersectionT of theOY axis with it ~Fig. 3!. Let Tx̄l and
Tȳl be, respectively, the intersection of theOZlY andOXlY

planes with that tangent plane. The correspondingx̄l and ȳl

of the mapQ of the pointP onto the tangent plane are the
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 4 forr58 bohr.
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x̄l5ru cosfl , ~35!

ȳl5ru sinfl . ~36!

This mapping ofP onto Q is not a perpendicular projection
but is one in which the length of the arcPT of the circle of
centerO on the constantr hemisphere is equal to the leng
of the straight lineTQ on the tangent plane.

To obtain such maps, we start out with a configuration
the molecule defined by the three internuclear distan
Rab , Rbg , andRga and then calculateRl8 ~the magnitude of
Rl8), r l8 ~the magnitude ofrl8), andgl . From the first two
we calculate the mass-scaled distancesRl and r l and then,
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
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with the help of Eqs.~27! and ~28! we obtainr and vl .
Using Eqs.~29!–~34! and ~12! we then calculateu and fl

and finally we obtainx̄l and ȳl from Eqs. ~35! and ~36!,
respectively.

This mapping of the PES onto thex̄l , ȳl tangent plane
is called the equatorial view because it corresponds to a n
perpendicular arclength preserving projection of the cons
hyperradius hemisphere on a plane tangent to it at the p
on its equator defined byvl5gl5p/2. This permits the
viewing of all three possible atom–diatom arrangem
channels~for the triatomic reaction! as well as the regions fo
which the three atoms are at comparable distances from
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 8. DMBE nonadiabatic coupling vector,W1,2
(1)ad,DMBE, ground state energy (E1), and first-excited state energy (E2) for r52 bohr and~a! u51°; ~b!

u530°; ~c! u560°; ~d! u590° ~collinear!. The scales have the same meaning as in Fig. 4.
th
.
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ner-
other, for a fixed hyperradiusr. Maps of this kind have been
used before.90,91,98

In Figs. 1 and 2, we present the equatorial views for
lowest two PESs for H3 obtained by the DSP and DMBE fits
The plots display theC3v symmetry of the H3 system. Also,
the circle at the edge of each plot corresponds to collin
geometries (u5p/2) and the center of each plot correspon
to a conical intersection geometry (u50). Figures 1~a!
through 1~d! show the equatorial views of the equipotent
contours of the 12A8 surface for the DSP fit (E1

DSP) to theab
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
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initio data at constant values of the hyperradiusr. Figures
1~e!–1~h! show the corresponding contours for the DMB
fit (E1

DMBE). Figures 2~a!–2~h! show the corresponding
equatorial views for the first-excited~2 2A8) surface. The
DSP and DMBE fits are extremely similar for the groun
PES~1 2A8), but show some differences in the first-excite
PES~2 2A8).

For the ground PES~1 2A8) at r52 bohr @Fig. 1~a!#,
there are no contours below 3.5 eV suggesting that at e
gies below 3.5 eV regions for whichr is smaller than 2 bohr
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8 forr54 bohr.
m
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BE

ES
will not be dynamically important. For all otherr @Fig. 1~b!–
1~d!#, contours as low as 0.5 eV exist suggesting the dyna
cal importance of these higherr regions. In going fromr
54 bohr @Fig. 1~b!# to r56 bohr @Fig. 1~c!# to r58 bohr
@Fig. 1~d!#, we are considering triatomic configuration
whose overall size is increasing. Forr54 bohr the region
near to the center of the figure corresponds toE1 between 2.5
eV and a value less than 4.0 eV, whereas forr56 bohr that
energy lies between 4.0 eV and a value close to the disso
tion limit of 4.75 eV and forr58 bohr it is between 4.5 eV
and that dissociation limit. This indicates that for larger and
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
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ia-

stretched configurations of the system, which those regi
correspond to, the system approaches dissociation, as
pected. The first-excited PES~2 2A8) is similar for both the
DSP and DMBE PESs atr52 bohr@Figs. 2~a! and 2~e!# and
at r58 bohr @Figs. 2~d! and 2~h!#. At r54 bohr, the DSP
PES @Fig. 2~b!# has a 6 eVcontour that spreads over th
entire surface, whereas this contour is closed for the DM
PES @Fig. 2~f!#. On the other hand atr56 bohr, the 5 eV
contour spreads over the entire surface for the DMBE P
@Fig. 2~g!# but is closed for the DSP one@Fig. 2~b!#.
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FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 8 forr56 bohr.
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For the ground PES, DSP fit (E1
DSP) has a rms deviation

of 1.15 kcal/mol relative to the Liu–Siegbahn–Truhla
Horowitz ~LSTH! PES99 (E1

LSTH) and of 1.03 kcal/mol rela-
tive to the DMBE one (E1

DMBE) for energies below 5 eV. Fo
the first-excited PES, DSP fit (E2

DSP) has a rms deviation o
1.19 kcal/mol relative to the DMBE one (E2

DMBE) for ener-
gies below 5 eV and of 2.97 kcal/mol for energies below
eV. E1

DSP stays greater thanE1
LSTH and E1

DMBE for most ge-
ometries~except for large geometries withr greater than 6
bohr near the conical intersection withu smaller than 10°) in
Downloaded 21 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to A
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the internal nuclear configuration space, whereasE2
DSP stays

greater thanE2
DMBE only for compact geometries (r less than

4 bohr! near and slightly away from the conical intersecti
(u less than 40°). This is due to the fact thatab initio elec-
tronic structure calculations were performed to obtain go
representative ground and first-excited state energies use

the E1
DSP andE2

DSP fits. This leads to a slightly higherE1
DSP

than it would be if the basis set used was chosen to optim

the ground state energies only. SinceE2
DMBE PES is an ana-
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FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 8 forr58 bohr.
at
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lytic continuation of theE1
DMBE PES,E2

DSPPES is lower than
E2

DMBE for most nuclear geometries.
Overall, for the ground PES, the DMBE PES is accur

over the entire internal configuration space, but for the fi
excited state PES, the similarities between DSP and DM
PESs atr52 and 8 bohr and the differences between them
r54 and 6 bohr indicate that the DMBE PES is accurate
the compact and asymptotic regions, but not in the str
interaction regions.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Ab initio and DMBE first-derivative couplings

The first-derivative coupling vector@W1,2
(1)ad(q)# ob-

tained using Eq.~8! had its three components defined in t
r, u, andfl unit vector directions by Eqs.~9!–~11!. These
internal hyperpherical coordinates~q: r, u, fl) defined in
Sec. III B are identical to ordinary spherical polar coord
nates except for the range ofu which is 0 to p/2 for the
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 12. PhaseF(fl ;r,u) as a function offl evalu-
ated using Eq.~38! for four values ofu: 1° ~solid line!,
30° ~dashed line!, 60° ~dotted line!, and 90° ~dash-
dotted line! for each of the four values ofr: ~a! 2 bohr,
~b! 4 bohr,~c! 6 bohr, and~d! 8 bohr.
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former @Eq. ~12!# compared to 0 top for the latter. These
internal hyperpherical coordinates span half a sphere~com-
pared to the full sphere spanned by ordinary spherical p
coordinates!. This property facilitates the visualization of th
first-derivative coupling vector in the associated inter
three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate configuration sp
The transformation of this vector into its Cartesian count
part, which has componentsW1,2,x

(1)ad, W1,2,y
(1)ad, and W1,2,z

(1)ad in
the x, y, andz unit vector directions defined as

S W1,2,x
(1)ad

W1,2,y
(1)ad

W1,2,z
(1)ad

D 5S sinu cosfl cosu cosfl 2sinfl

sinu sinfl cosu sinfl cosfl

cosu 2sinu 0
D

3S W1,2,r
(1)ad

W1,2,u
(1)ad

W1,2,fl

(1)ad
D . ~37!

In the central panels of Figs. 4–7, we present a persp
tive view of the three-dimensionalab initio first-derivative
coupling vector at points in this space with varying values
the hyperanglefl , for fixed values of the hyperradiusr and
hyperangleu. In Cartesian language, this is equivalent
varying x and y and keepingz fixed, as indicated by the
dotted horizontal circles in those figures. The Cartesian c
ponents of this vector were obtained from Eq.~37!. The left-
most panels contain the corresponding DSP ground s
electronic energies plotted as vertical lines such that the
ergies can be read off from the length of those vertical lin
The rightmost panels contain the DSP first-excited state e
tronic energies plotted in the same way as the ground s
electronic energies. Figures 8–11 present the same phy
quantities but obtained by the DMBE method. The Cartes
components of the longitudinal part of the DMBE firs
derivative coupling vector are also obtained from Eq.~37!.
Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 correspond to the fixed hyperradii o
4, 6, and 8 bohr, respectively. The same is the case for F
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8, 9, 10, and 11. In all figures~4–11!, panel~a! ~the first row
of plots! corresponds tou51° ~a value very close to the
conical intersection geometries ofu50°), panel ~b! corre-
sponds tou530°, panel~c! to u560°, and panel~d! to u
590° ~collinear geometries!. The tail end of the vectors lie
on a circle that corresponds to a fixedu on the hemisphere in
hyperspherical coordinate space defined by a fixed hype
diusr. This circle maps the fullfl range of 0° –360° and is
shown on the bottom face of allE1 and E2 panels. The
coupling vectors shown in the central panels correspond
the configurations being mapped by this circle. Above ea
of these central panels two scales are given. The one in u
of bohr corresponds to the internal nuclear configurat
space corresponding to the full 0° –360°fl range spanned
on thexy plane. The second one in units of bohr21 corre-
sponds to the three-dimensional space sampled by thex, y,
and z components of the coupling vector. The two spac
coexist on thexy plane. In addition, in all figures the ground
state energies (E1) have been cut off at 10 eV and the firs
excited state electronic energies (E2) at 15 eV.

The first-derivative coupling vector plots atu51°
@panel ~a! in Figs. 4–11# have been included to show the
behavior near the conical intersection. Theu590° @panel~d!
in those figures# case has been included, as it correspond
collinear geometries for the triatomic system. This case
important for lower energies due to the collinear dominan
of the H1 H2 reaction at those energies, as will be discuss
in Sec. IV C. Theu530° andu560° cases@panels~b! and
~c!, respectively, in all figures# have been included to gaug
the importance of the coupling vector away from the coni
intersection as well as the collinear geometries.

For the DMBE case, the total first-derivative couplin
vector @W1,2

(1)ad,DMBE(q)# is equal to its longitudinal par

@W1,2,lon
(1)ad,DMBE(q)# because the transverse pa

@W1,2,tra
(1)ad,DMBE(q)# was neglected over the entire internal co

figuration space. Figures 8–11 show the DMBE’s total~or
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longitudinal! first-derivative coupling vector and the corr
sponding ground and first-excited DMBE energies for co
parison with theab initio first-derivative coupling vector
plots. In Sec. IV C, the comparison between DMBE andab
initio first-derivative coupling vectors is discussed, bas
upon their magnitudes and the corresponding ground
first-excited energies. This discussion will help locate
regions of the internal hyperspherical configuration space
the H1H2 reaction, for which the first-derivative coupling
may affect the dynamics of that reaction.

B. The topological phase

In Sec. II A we mentioned how we can get some qua
tative indication of possible non-negligible derivative co
plings between the 22A8 and 32A8 PESs of H3 . This in-
volves calculating the topological phaseFT(L) from Eq.
~17! along closed loops around the conical intersection
tween the 12A8 and 22A8 states. A nonzeroh(L) @defined
by Eq. ~18!# is indicative of such non-negligible coupling
~see Sec. II A!.

FIG. 13. Topological phaseFT(r,u) as a function ofr and u evaluated
using Eq.~39!. The contours on the bottom face correspond toFT(r,u)
values ranging from 150° to 225° every 15°. The three 180° contours h
been shown in bold and labeled asS1 , S2 , andS3 .
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In our symmetrized hyperspherical coordinates,q is a set
of the three coordinatesr, u, andfl . The above-mentioned
original conical intersection between the 12A8 and 22A8
states lies alongu50° for all values ofr. fl is undefined at
u50°. To evaluate the integral in Eq.~16! along an open
loop around that conical intersection, we take a circular p
L given by a fixed value ofuÞ0°, a fixedr, andfl varying
along that path from 0 to an arbitrary value, according to

F~fl,0;r,u!5E
0

fl
W1,2,fl

(1)ad ~r,u,fl8 !r sinu dfl8 , ~38!

whereW1,2,fl

(1)ad (r,u,fl8) is defined in Eq.~11!. These integrals

are evaluated using the standard Simpson numerical inte
tion quadrature. From here on, we will drop the 0
F(fl,0;r,u) and just refer to it asF(fl ;r,u).

In Fig. 12 we show the open path phaseF(fl ;r,u) as a
function of fl evaluated using Eq.~38! for four values ofr
~2, 4, 6, and 8 bohr! and four values ofu ~1°, 30°, 60°, and
90°). For eachr and u we then calculate the closed-loo
integral~or the topological phase! FT . This corresponds to a
complete loop around the conical intersection@fl52p in
Eq. ~38!# and is expressed as

FT~r,u!5 R W1,2,fl

(1)ad ~r,u,fl8 !r sinudfl8 . ~39!

In Fig. 13 we display this topological phase as a function
r andu for the entire (r,u) space considered in this pape

C. Discussion

As mentioned in Sec. IV A, Figs. 4–7 display theab
initio first-derivative coupling vector and the correspondi
DSP ground and first-excited electronic state energies for
52 through 8 bohr, in steps of 2 bohr. Each of the figu
has four sets of panels:~a! u51° ~triatomic geometries nea
conical intersection!, ~b! u530°, ~c! u560°, and ~d! u
590° ~collinear triatomic geometries!.

Figure 4~a! (r52 bohr andu51°) corresponds to a
very compact set of geometries near the conical intersect
Being near the conical intersection~where the two electronic
states are degenerate!, the ground (E1) and the first-excited
(E2) state energies are close to each other and stay aro
3.3 eV as a function offl . The first-derivative coupling
vector has a large magnitude~between 10 and 15 bohr21)
but itsz component is very small compared to its length, d
to a singularity at the conical intersection geometries. T
dominance of thex andy components translates into a stron
dominance of thefl component of the first-derivative cou
pling vector near the conical intersection. Figure 4~b! (r

ve
–6.13
0–7.44
8–8.30
4–8.60
TABLE III. Range of the largest and smallest internuclear distances and largest bond angle over the full 0 to 2p range offl .

u gl
max

r52 bohr r54 bohr r56 bohr r58 bohr

Rln
min Rln

max Rln
min Rln

max Rln
min Rln

max Rln
min Rln

max

1° 90.5–91.0° 1.50–1.51 1.52–1.53 3.01–3.03 3.05–3.07 4.52–4.54 4.58–4.60 6.03–6.05 6.11
30° 106.1–120.0° 1.07–1.32 1.70–1.86 2.15–2.63 3.40–3.72 3.22–3.95 5.10–5.58 4.30–5.26 6.8
60° 130.9–150.0° 0.56–1.14 1.82–2.08 1.11–2.29 3.64–4.15 1.67–3.43 5.46–6.23 2.23–4.58 7.2
90° 180.0–180.0° 0.00–1.07 1.86–2.15 0.00–2.15 3.72–4.30 0.00–3.22 5.58–6.45 0.00–4.30 7.4
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52 bohr andu530°) corresponds to a compact set of g
ometries further away from the conical intersection~but with
the largest bond angle in the range 106° –120° and the sm
est bond length around 1.5 bohr, as seen in Table III!. This
manifests itself in the fact that for thisu the E1 and E2

energies are quite different from each other, the former s
ing above 3.1 eV and varying slowly between 3.1 and 3.5
as a function offl with the latter staying around 6 eV an
varying even more slowly withfl . The coupling vector is
smaller in magnitude~with a maximum around 1 bohr21 and

FIG. 14. ~a! The 180°S1 contour of Fig. 13 shown in theXlY plane of Fig.
3. ~b! The same contour shown in the regular (r,u) plane. ~The dashed
points correspond to values ofr greater than 8 bohr.!
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an average around 0.5 bohr21) than for Fig. 4~a! due to its
greater distance from the conical intersection configuratio

Figure 4~c! (r52 bohr andu560°) corresponds to
compact geometries~with the largest bond angle in the rang
140° –150° and the smallest bond length in the range 0.5
1.14 bohr, as seen in Table III! even further removed from
the conical intersection. TheE1 and E2 energies are again
quite different from each other, and vary more rapidly w
fl than before@Fig. 4~b!#. The E1 energies vary between
eV and some value higher than 10 eV as a function offl ,
while the E2 energies vary between 7 eV and some va
higher than 15 eV withfl . BothE1 andE2 display maxima
at fl50°, 120°, and 240°. The coupling vector is aga
smaller in magnitude~with a maximum around 0.5 bohr21

and averaging around 0.3 bohr21) than foru51° @Fig. 4~a!#
but varies more rapidly withfl as compared to theu530°
case@Fig. 4~b!#. Thex, y, andz components are comparab
with each other contrary to theu51° @Fig. 4~a!# and u
530° @Fig. 4~b!# cases. Figure 4~d! (r52 bohr and u
590°) corresponds to compact collinear geometries with
smallest bond length in the range 0–1 bohr. TheE1 andE2

energies are again quite different from each other, and v
even more rapidly withfl than before@Fig. 4~c!# with
minima around 5 and 8 eV, respectively. BothE1 and E2

have maxima atfl50°, 120°, and 240° as for theu530°
case@Fig. 4~c!#, as at these configurations two out of thr
atoms are superimposed on each other. The coupling ve
is small ~averaging around 0.5 bohr21) as compared to the
u51° case@Fig. 4~a!#, and has a negligiblez component
compared to theu530° @Fig. 4~b!# and u560° @Fig. 4~c!#
cases. BothE1 and E2 energies over the entirer52 bohr
configuration ~compact geometries! space are 3.1 eV o
higher and are expected to be of dynamical importance o
at energies slightly below that value or higher.

Figure 5 presents the first-derivative coupling vector a
theE1 andE2 energies forr54 bohr. This hyperradius is o
dynamical importance for energies significantly below t
lowest conical intersection energy of 2.75 eV~which occurs
at rmin[2.6 bohr for the DMBE PES54!, and is also expected
to be of importance at that energy and above since the c
cal intersection energy increases rather slowly withr above
rmin . The u51° case@Fig. 5~a!# is similar to the one forr
52 bohr @Fig. 4~a!#. E1 andE2 are close to each other an
are approximately equal to 3.6 eV. The coupling vector h
large x and y components~10 bohr21) and a negligiblez
component, again translating into a strong dominance o
fl component near the conical intersection. Atu530° @Fig.
5~b!#, E1 is as low as 1.5 eV,E2 is 5 eV or larger, and the
coupling vector has a smaller magnitude than foru51° @Fig.
5~a!#. At u560° @Fig. 5~c!#, E1 is as small as 0.25 eV,E2 is
6 eV or larger, and the coupling vector has about the sa
magnitude as that atu530° @Fig. 5~b!#. At u590° @Fig.
5~d!#, which corresponds to collinear geometries,E1 can be
as low as 0.2 eV and varies rapidly withfl than for smaller
values ofu and E2 is again 6 eV or larger. The couplin
vector has a largerz component than for the lower values o
u discussed. Collinear geometries are important for low c
lision energies.47 Their importance at energies close to a
above conical intersection energies is likely to be sign
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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cantly smaller or perhaps negligible but this remains to
determined by future scattering calculations.

For the r56 bohr ~Fig. 6! and 8 bohr~Fig. 7! cases,
which correspond to triatomic large sized geometries~see
Table III!, the electronic energies are fairly similar to ther
54 bohr case~Fig. 5!. In both these cases,E1 can be as low
as 0.2 eV. The coupling vector magnitudes on the other h
are smaller on average and have sharper maxima comp
to ther54 bohr case at aroundfl560°, 180°, and 300°.
They all have negligiblez components, but their maxim
occur in low energy regions. The coupling vectors presen
in Figs. 6 and 7 may also affect the dynamics of the H1H2

reaction depending on their magnitudes.
A similar detailed analysis of the DMBE first-derivativ

coupling vectors~Figs. 8–11! leads to the following conclu-
sions. Forr 5 2 bohr ~Fig. 8!, the coupling vector has az
component which is negligible in the vicinity of the conic
intersection (u51°) and at the collinear geometries (u
590°) but non-negligible in the intermediate regions. For
other values of the hyperradii (r54, 6, and 8 bohr!, that z
component is negligible over the entireu,fl space~Figs.
9–11!, which indicates the dominance of thefl component.
This stems from the fact that the DMBE coupling vector
purely longitudinal and given by Eqs.~19! and~20!. A com-
parison of the DMBE first-derivative coupling vectors wi
the correspondingab initio couplings confirms the previ
ously stated fact that the DMBE’s coupling vector has
right physical and quantitative behavior in the vicinity of th
conical intersection. The differences between these two v
tors, which occur even at low energies, stem mainly from
fact that theab initio couplings include both a longitudina
part and a transverse part, whereas the DMBE coupli
only include a longitudinal part, which is a good approxim
tion to the ab initio longitudinal part in the vicinity of a
conical intersection.

Figure 12 shows the open path phaseF(fl ;r,u) for
four values ofu ~1°, 30°, 60°, and 90°) and four values o
r @~a! 2 bohr, ~b! 4 bohr, ~c! 6 bohr, and~d! 8 bohr# as a
function offl as defined by Eq.~38!. It shows how the open
path phaseF increases withfl along a loop around the
conical intersection between the 12A8 and 22A8 electronic
states. For theu51° case~solid line in all four panels!, to a
very good approximation~0.2% or smaller difference! F is
equal tofl/2 for all values ofr considered. This is clearly
expected becauseu51° is a region very close to the conic
intersection and thefl/2 is a leading term of the diabatiza
tion angle in that region. For other values ofu, F fluctuates
around some mean value proportional tofl . The deviation
of this mean value fromfl/2 is dependent both onr andu.
Also, F returns to its mean value at regular intervals of 6
in fl . As a result, we can approximateF by a sum of two
terms, the first one being proportional tofl and the second
more complicated one possessing theC3v symmetry~of H3)
via a sin 3fl dependence. The fluctuations inF about the
mean value arise only from this second term and have
amplitude which increases monotonically withr betweenr
52 bohr andr58 bohr. This seems to stem from the fa
that for a large value ofr, the length of the circular loop
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around the conical intersection is large, which leads to
large phase accumulation in these fluctuations.

Figure 13 shows the topological phaseFT(r,u) @defined
by Eq. ~39!# as a function ofr and u over ther space of
2–10 bohr and theu space of 1°–90°.FT5180° values
correspond to a purely longitudinal first-derivative coupli
vector. Any deviation ofFT(r,u) from this value suggests
nonzero transverse~nonremovable! part of the coupling
vector.42,61 On the bottom part of Fig. 13 we show contou
corresponding to fixed values ofFT(r,u) ranging from
150° to 225° every 15°. The 180° contour has been sho
in bold lines and its different segments labeledS1 , S2 , and
S3 . For small values ofu and allr, the values ofFT(r,u)
stay reasonably constant and equal to 180°. This is expe
because these small values ofu correspond to regions nea
the conical intersection, where the transverse componen
the first-derivative coupling vector is expected to be neg
gible. This flat portion of theFT surface is quite narrow a
smallr and gets wider asr increases. Also, for small value
of r (,6 bohr! FT(r,u) first increases and then drops as
function ofu. Beyondr56 bohr,FT(r,u) first drops some-
what and then increases slightly to a value under 180° a
function of u.

The phaseFT(r,u) plotted in Fig. 13 gives an indication
of the presence of non-negligible derivative couplings in
regions of (r,u) space where it is different from 180°. In th
present work, we have computed this phase over the en
dynamically important part of configuration space. In the a
sence of additional electronic state calculations, no met
exists, to the best of our knowledge, that quantitatively c
relates the deviation of this phase from 180°~over the whole
configuration space! with the non-negligible derivative cou
plings that arise from nonadiabatic interactions involvi
states outside the two-adiabatic-state space. The 180°
tour segmentsS2 andS3 in Fig. 13 are embedded in region
of (r,u) configuration space, whereFT(r,u) deviates sub-
stantially from 180° and hence are not expected to con
information about any glancing interaction or conical inte
sections between the 22A8 and 32A8 states of H3 . Such is
not the case for theS1 segment. In Fig. 14, we display thi
segment in two representations. Figure 14~a! shows it in the
XlY plane of Fig. 3 and Fig. 14~b! in the regularr –u plane.
The points corresponding tor greater than 8 bohr have bee
indicated as dashed lines because they are a result o
extrapolation of the computed couplings and hence sho
not be used to draw any conclusions. Points below the s
curves correspond to extended regions of configuration sp
for which FT(r,u) deviates from 180° and indicates that th
value of W1,2,tra

(1)ad is non-negligible in those regions. Thes
solid curves seem to suggest the presence of intersec
lines or avoided intersections between the 22A8 and 32A8
PESs in the (r,u,fl) space, wherefl might correspond to
three possible sets ofC2v configurations. It can either be th
(0°,120°,240°) set or the (60°,180°,300°) set, or ev
both. A possible conical intersection between the 22A8 and
3 2A8 states was suggested by Yarkony42 earlier for H3 . An
alternate explanation may be that, at the values ofr of rel-
evance to Fig. 14, the curl ofW1,2

(1)ad ~or, equivalently, of its
transverse part! is large.100
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Calculations of the energy of the 32A8 state of H3 and of
its first-derivative couplings with the 22A8 state are neede
to help establish a quantitative correlation between poss
conical intersections involving those two states and the to
logical phase between the 12A8 and 22A8 states. The regions
of nuclear configuration space, where the effect of nona
batic couplings~between the 22A8 and 32A8 states! is being
felt, have many low energy regions, suggesting that thenon-
removablepart of the nonadiabatic couplings~between the
1 2A8 and 22A8 states! cannot be ignored and may play
significant role in the dynamics of the H1H2 reaction, due to
its presence in the diabatic nuclear motion Schro¨dinger
equation.12

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the results of accurate calculation
the first-derivative coupling vector between the 12A8 and
2 2A8 states of the H3 system. These calculations were pe
formed over the entire internal nuclear configuration spac
this system of possible importance for its reactive scatter
up to total energies of about 5 eV. In addition, a fit~DSP! to
its ground and first-excited electronic energies obtained
ab initio methods is given. The couplings are found to
nonnegligible even away from the conical intersection
tween these states, and can be used to obtain their longi
nal ~removable! and transverse~nonremovable! parts. We
have also compared our results with the DMBE one54

which have built into them the right physical behavior in t
vicinity of the conical intersection geometries. The DMB
ground-state electronic energies agree well with the DSP
to the ab initio energies, while the first-excited ones sho
some significant differences. The DMBE couplings a
purely longitudinal and hence fullyremovableupon an adia-
batic to diabatic transformation. They compare well with t
ab initio ones only in the neighborhood of the conical inte
section, as expected.

We have also investigated the line integrals~along
closed paths around the conical intersection between t
electronic states! of the ab initio couplings over the entire
nuclear configuration space considered. We found large
viations of the topological phaseFT(r,u) from p suggesting
the existence of conical intersections between the 22A8 and
3 2A8 states and/or the presence of non-negligible deriva
couplings involving excluded electronic states. Electro
energy calculations for the 32A8 state and its first-derivative
couplings with the 22A8 state could lead to a quantitativ
correlation between the topological phase between the 12A8
and 22A8 states and the locus of possible intersection geo
etries between the 22A8 and 32A8 states.
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